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SCREEN DEALING BULLETIN NO. 7/00

UNAVAILABILITY OF SYCOM® TRADING

The Sydney Futures Exchange is critically aware that the SYCOM® market has been
unavailable on 4 occasions this year, representing a cumulative downtime of 3.5 hours, or
less than half of 1% of total market availability.

Whilst such unavailability may compare favourably to other electronic markets, the Sydney
Futures Exchange recognises the reputational damage that continual downtime can have to
the Exchange, its market and its Members.  Accordingly, the Exchange has assigned the
highest priority to minimising the potential for disruption to its markets.

Whilst it would appear from reviewing previous bulletins that some incidents encountered to
date are identical, it may be worthwhile to provide a chronology of the problems encountered
this year and the actions taken by the Exchange to rectify these problems.

DATE DOWNTIME CAUSE RECTIFICATION
7/1/00 42 minutes SFE operational fault. Procedures and measures

taken to avoid repeat.
4/2/00 47 minutes Failure of the replication

process overloaded the SQL
databases causing the database
update service to fail.

The Exchange upgraded the
SQL database service pack to
rectify the replication
problems.

9/2/00 50 minutes The primary SQL database
became overloaded.

The Exchange increased the
database size from 40 MB to
150 MB.

24/2/00 70 minutes The market update process
responsible for updating the
SQL databases with market
transactions failed.
The market update had a
capacity to buffer 20,000
records.  This buffering is
necessary during real time
maintenance and generation
functions when loading in the

The Exchange has doubled the
db update buffer to 40,000
records and is continuing
enquiries with its developers to
rectify any database delays.
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new trading day.  On this
occasion when the Exchange
was simultaneously loading in
the next day's maintenance and
performing NZ settlements,
the number of transactions
buffered exceeded the 20,000
limit which in turn caused the
market update services to fail.

Members will be kept informed of any further developments.

TELEPHONE TRADING

The Screen Dealing Committee will meet next week to discuss any issues surrounding the use
of Telephone Trading on 24/2/00.

Should you have any representations you wish to be considered at that meeting, please
forward them to Ms Anna Wilson by Wednesday, 1 March via fax 9256 0635.
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